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This  is an elementary article where we consider tile act ion of GL(2, Z) 
by homographies on the projective line Fi (N) = IR tA {oc}. The compari- 
soil between tile orbits of GL(2, Z)  and SL(2, Z) leads to apparent ly  new 
commctions with continued fractions and Fermat-Pel l  equations. 
We refer to [1, 5, 4] for details on the backgrounds concerning the two 
last topics. 
I am very grateflll to R.A. Moll in for his help about  Lemma 4.4. 
t. ORBITS OF GL(2, Z) AND CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
RecM1 that  for a real number  x, the cont inued fraction expansion 
[ao; a i ,  a2, ..., an, ...] 
of x is recursively defined by 
1 
u0=x,  a0=[x] ,  u~= , a~=[u~] ,  if n> 1. 
'an--1 -- an--1 
This expansion is finite, if and only if, x is rational. 
It is classical [1] that  two i rrat ional  numbers x, y E ]?~ (]~) are in tile 
same orbit, under  the act ion of GL(2, Z), if and only if their  cont inued frac- 
t ion expansions [a0; a l ,  a2, ..., an, ...] and [b0; bl, b2, ..., bn, ...], are such that  
(ap, ap+l, ...) = (bq, bq+l, ...) for some integers p and q. Moreover the ratio- 
nal projective line lP 1 (Q) is an orbit  in itself. 
There does not seem to exist such a simple characterizat ion, in terms of 
cont inued fraction expansions, for the orbits  of SL(2, Z). 
2. COMPARISON OF ORBITS 
For x E 1?1(I1~), we denote respectively by OrbGL(X) and OrbsL(x) the 
orbits of x under the actions of GL(2, 25) and SL(2, Z). A quadratic number is 
an algebraic mlmber  of degree 2 over Q. The following is a simple criterium. 
Proposition 2,1. Let x @ IPI(N), we have OrbGn(Z)  = OrbsL(x )  i f  and 
only if the stabilizer of x under the action of GL(2, Z) contains a matrix of 
dete~'rninant -1.  If not, OrbaL(X) = OrbsL(X) U OrbsL(--X). 
The proof  is straightforward. We use this proposit ion in the next result. 
Theorem 2.2. There is a trichotomy 
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• I fxE IP  t(Q) , then 
OrbG, L(X) = OrbxL(X) = Ft(Q).  
• If x ~ F ~ (R) is neither rational nor quadratic, then 
Orbc;L(x) = OrbsL(X) U OrbsL(- -x) .  
• I f  x C IPt(l~) is an irTntional quadratic, then the orbits OrbGL(X) and 
OrbxL(X) coincide, if and only 'if, x is a root of a polynomial aX  2 + 
bX + c E Z[X] satisfying the following condition (,)  
"The integer b 2 - 4ac - 4 is a square n 2, with b and n of the same 
parity". 
The first point is clear : consider the orbits of O, under the act ion of 
SL(2,  Z). 
For the second point,  we remark that,  if x is i rrat ional and not quadrat ic,  
the stabil izer of x, under the action of GL(2, 25), is reduced to {+Id}.  Ac- 
tually, the relat ion 
c~x+~ 
7x+5 =x,  
implies 
and then 
3`x 2 + (5 - c~)x - F~ = 0, 
7=0,  5=c~,  F~=0.  
Now suppose that  x is an irrat ional quadrat ic.  I f  there is a matr ix  
(~  ~) inGL(2 ,  Z) o fdeterminant - l ,  
c~x + fl 
"/x + 6 -- x, 
then x is a root of the polynonfial  
3`x 2 + (5 - a )x  - ¢~, 
and this po lynomia l  satisfies the condit ion (*), since 
(5 - a)  2 + 4fl3` = (5 + a) 2 - 4(c~5 - [~?) = (5 + a)  2 + 4. 
Conversely, let x be an irrat ional root of a polynomiM aXU+bX+c E Z[X], 
satisfying (.) .  Put  3' = a, f /=  -c ,  and let a,  5 such that  
6+a=n 
5-a=b,  
that  is 
n - b n + b 
Cg-- 5 - -  
2 ' 2 
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Thenc~' f l ' Tandaare in tegers ' thematr ix  ( a7 /3 )  
in fact 
~5 - ~7 = ~ + ac 
n~ -b~+4ac  1 
= 4 = - -  • 
Moreover one checks easily that (~x +/3) / (7x  + ~) = x. 
is in GL(2, Z), and 
3. CONNECTION WITH THE FERMAT-PELL  EQUATION Z 2 - dT 2 = -1  
AND CONTINUED FRACTIONS : F IRST  CASE 
In the previous section, the quadratic irrational numbers are separated 
into two types : x will be said of type 1 or 2 according to the fact that 
OrbcL(X) = OrbsL(X) or not. Of course if x, y are in the same orbit under 
GL(2, Z), they are of the same type. 
P ropos i t ion  3.1. Let d be an integer which is not a square, then v~ is of 
type 1, if and only if, the Fermat-Pel l  equation 
Z 2 -dT  2 = - 1 
has a solution. 
The fact that v~ is of type 1 means that there exists a polynomial sX  2 - 
sd, with s E Z, satisfying (.). The condition (,) reduces to the fact that 
4s2d-4  is the square of an even number, but this is the same as saying that 
s2d - 1 is a square, hence the proposition. 
The following corollaries are classical consequences. 
Coro l la ry  3.2. Let p be a pr ime 
• I f  p -  1 is a square, v~ is of type 1. 
• I fp  =_ 3(4), which means that -1  is not a square mod p, then v/~ is of 
type 2. 
For example : v/-2, v/-5, v /~ are of type 1, and v/3, v~,  ~ are of type 
. 
We recall that infinite periodic continued fractions correspond to irra- 
tional quadratic numbers. A periodic expansion is written 
[a0; al ,  ..., al-1, al, a2, ..., al+N- 1], 
where at, an, ..., al+N-1 is the periodic part. Note that for the expansion of 
a square root v~,  the integer l is 1. 
Coro l la ry  3.3. For an integer d which is not a square, v/d is of type 1 if 
and only if, the period in the continued fraction expansion of v/d is odd. 
It is known [4, 5] that the Fermat-Pell  equation Z 2 - dT 2 = -1  has a 
solution, if and only if, the condit ion of the corollary is satisfied. For example 
= [3; 1, 1, 1, 1,6] is of type 1 and ~ = [4; 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 8] is of type 2. 
What  happens for general quadratic irrational numbers? 
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4. THE GENERAL CASE 
For an irrational quadrat ic x, let uX 2 ÷ vX  ÷ w be the unique degree 
two polynomial  of Z[X], having x as a root, and such that u > 0 and u, v, w 
are without common factor. Call it, as usual, the min imal  polynomial  of x 
and put A = v 2 - 4uw,  for the discr iminant.  Note that since x is real and 
irrational, A is > 0 and is not a square. We put d = A /4  if v is even, d = A 
if v is odd, and call it the reduced d iscr iminant  of x. 
We want to compare the types of x and V~. We first remark that  there 
is no reason why x and x/d should be in the same orbit under the action of 
GL(2, Z), and then should have a priori the same type. 
For example let d = 1 + 4n, a root x = ( -1  + ev~) /2  (e = ±1) of the 
polynomial  X 2 + X - n is in the orbit of v/d (d = A), if and only if, one 
of the Fermat-Pel l  equations Z 2 - dT  2 = ±2 has a solution. In fact the 
ex is tence° famatr ix  ( a7 /3 )  inGL(2 'Z)  s u c h t h a t 5  
 ga+ ;3 
~- X, 7¢a+  
leads to the system 
{ c~g - 7/3 = ±1 
2a = -7  + ~6 
2/3 = ~Td - 5 
which implies (~2 _ d72 = +2c. Conversely from the relation 52 - d72 = i2e ,  
putt ing a = ( -7  + c5)/2 and/3  = (eTd - 5) /2,  gives a matr ix  in GL(2 ,  Z) 
such that (~v~ +/3)/(7v/-d + 6) = x. 
Now one can use the following result to check that for d = 21 the equations 
Z 2 - dry 2 = ±2 have no solutions. 
P ropos i t ion  4.1. Let n > 0 and d > n 2, with v/d = [ao;al ,a2, . . . ,aN], and 
define recurs@ely two sequences Pk, Qk, k = O, 1, ..., N by 
Po=0, Q0=l,  
Pk+l  = akQk - Pk,  Qk+l  = (d - P :+ l ) /Qk .  
The equation 
Z ~ - dT  2 = n 
has a pr imi t ive  solution, i f  and only if  : Qk = n, for  some even k. 
The equation 
Z 2 - dT  2 = -n  
has a pr imi t ive  solution, if  and only i f  : Qk -=- n, for  some odd k. 
For a proof one can use Theorem 11.3 and 11.4 in [4] (for more general 
results of this type, we refer to [2, 3]). This is connected to the fact that  a 
primit ive solution (A, #) (i.e. A, p are without common factors) is such that  
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A/# is a convergent of the continued fraction expansion of v~. Recall that 
the convergent of x = [a0; al, a2, ..., a~, ...] of order n is 
Pn 1 
- -=a0+ 1 
qn at + 1 
a 2 ~] 1 
" "+ an_14-aI~n 
Actual ly :c and v/d are always of the same type and we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let  z be an i r rat ional  quadratic, with reduced d isc r iminant  
d, then cc is of  type 1, i f  and only if, the Fermat -Pe l l  equat ion 
Z 2 - dT  2 = -1 ,  
has a solut ion.  
The proof  is in two steps. 
Lemma 4.3. Let  z be an i r rat ional  quadratic, with min imal  po lynomia l  
uX  2 + vX  + w and reduced d isc r iminant  d. 
• I f  v is even,  z is of  type 1, i f  and only if, the Fermat -Pe l l  equat ion 
Z 2 - dT  2 = -1 ,  
has a solut ion.  
• I f  v is odd, x is o f  type 1, i f  and only if, the Fermat -Pe l l  equat ion 
Z 2 - dT  2 = -4 ,  
has a solut ion.  
For the first case, we just remark that  the polynomial  s (uX 2 + 2v~X + w)  
satisfies (.) if and only if the Fermat-Pell  equation Z 2 - dT 2 = -1  has a 
solution with T = s. The second case is also easy if we note that d = A 
is odd, which implies that a solution (/~, #) of the diophantine quation 
Z 2 - dT  2 = -4  is such that ,k and # have the same parity. 
Lemma 4.4 ([3] Remark 3.1). I f  d is not  a square and d -  1(4), the equa- 
t ion ,Z 2 - dT  2 = -4  has a solut ion,  i f  and only if, Z 2 - dT  2 = -1  has one, 
that is i f  and only i f  the cont inued f rac t ion  expans ion o f  v~ has odd period. 
The following elementary argument was supplied to me by R.A. Mollin. 
Assume that d ~ 1(4) and Z 2 - dT  2 = - 1 has no solution. If Z 2 - dT  2 = -4  
has a solution (A,#), then A and # are odd, which implies that d =-- 5(8), 
since /k 2 -- #2 _-- 0(8). Now a = (.k 3 + 3)~#2d)/8 and/3  = (3~2# + #3d)/8 are 
integers because  A3+3A#2d ~ A(A  2 -#2) (8)  and  3A2#+#ad --= 5tt(#2-A2)(8).  
Calculat ing w i th  the norm N in tile quadrat ic  field Q(x/d),  we  get 
oe 2 - dfl 2 = N(o! +/3v~)  = N((A + #v/-d)/2) 3 = -1 ,  
and Z 2 -dT  2 = -1  would have a solution, a contradiction. 
Eventually, since d ~ 1(4) when v is odd, the theorem is proved. 
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